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Becht’s Interactive Virtual Training Platform
GoToTraining is Becht’s interactive online training
solution with the most reliable features to help you

before, during, and after your sessions. GoToTraining is
a robust training platform that engages participants /
attendees virtually.
Using GoToTraining, software by LogMein, we will

enrich your online training experience any time,
anywhere with easy-to-use interactive tools that engage
participants and improve learning. It is simple,

interactive, effective, and engaging.
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GoToTraining Feature Summary
Engagement - Easy-to-use interface and interactive training tools will keep you immersed in course content and help you retain more information.
Grab Tab – Can hide or expand
control panel. It includes options and
shortcuts that make attending
training easier. It can be customized.

Mic - Ability to mute and unmute
Webcam- Share webcam
Mobile Training - You can join training sessions from iPhone, iPad, or
Android devices.

Document Collaboration - Collaborate and share handouts, notes,
and more, simply and efficiently.
Whiteboard Sharing - Broadcast an image of the whiteboard to
attendees and share updates in real time. It’s like attendees are
standing right there!

Video-Sharing - YouTube and Vimeo videos can be shared with
attendees during the session.
Breakouts - Instructors can create and monitor Breakout sessions.
Each Breakout can view PDFs, pictures, and videos. Docs such as
spreadsheets, drawings, or presentations can be edited. Breakout
empowers learners to collaborate with and learn from one another.

Screen - Go full screen and back
Hand Raising - Attendees can
signal when they need to ask a
question.
Materials – Documents and links in
this section are provided by the
organizer.
Test, Polls, and Chat - Use to
increase interactivity and get
immediate feedback.
Attendee List - Know your coattendees.
Audio - Choose how you want to
join the audio portion of the training.
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The Value of GoToTraining

Recording
Record training and upload to
the cloud for viewing on any
device for anyone who may not
be able to attend.

Reporting
Detailed reports on session
attendance, test results, and
evaluations which can be
uploaded to your LMS to track
progress.

Certificates of Completion
Send emails after training and
reward attendees when they
finish. Certificates can be logged
or used to support verification.
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